An optical microscope enables image-based findings and diagnosis on microscopic targets, which is indispensable in many scientific, industrial and medical settings. A standard benchtop microscope platform, equipped with e.g., bright-field and phase-contrast modes, is of importance and convenience for various users because the wide-field and label-free properties allow for morphological imaging without the need for specific sample preparation. However, these microscopes never have capability of acquiring molecular contrast in a label-free manner. Here, we develop a simple add-on optical unit, comprising of an amplitude-modulated mid-infrared semiconductor laser, that is attached to a standard microscope platform to deliver the additional molecular contrast of the specimen on top of its conventional microscopic image, based on the principle of photothermal effect. We attach this unit, termed molecular-contrast unit, to a standard phase-contrast microscope, and demonstrate highspeed label-free molecular-contrast phase-contrast imaging of silica-polystyrene microbeads mixture and molecular-vibrational spectroscopic imaging of HeLa cells. Our simple molecular-contrast unit can empower existing standard microscopes and deliver a convenient accessibility to the molecular world.
Results
Principle of MC-PC microscopy. Our MC-PC microscope is realized by the MC unit, comprising of an amplitude-modulated MIR semiconductor quantum cascade laser (QCL) 16 , attached to a standard PC microscope platform (see Fig. 1 ). The amplitude-modulated MIR laser beam excites the wide-field area of the sample at the objective focus. The molecular-vibrational photothermal effect takes place only at specific sites in the sample where vibrationally resonant molecules exist, which appears as temporal intensity modulations in the PC image. The camera records the video of this phenomenon, and the resulting periodic photothermal signals are computationally extracted to produce the MC image. Note that a PC microscope, unlike, e.g., a BF microscope, is the key instrument to achieve the sensitive detection of the MC, because the photothermal refractive-index change appears in the optical phase rather than in the amplitude.
It is noteworthy that our MC-PC microscope can potentially realize high speed MC imaging with high spatial resolution and low photodamage. Although the MC is resulting from MIR absorption, the spatial resolution of our MC images can be beyond the MIR diffraction limit due to the visible-light-based PC microscopic detection of the photothermal optical-phase change. In addition, the wide-field detection allows for high-speed image acquisition ultimately limited by the frame rate of the image sensor. This can be beyond the reach of the state-of-the-art label-free chemical imaging methods such as coherent Raman imaging 17, 18 in which a point-scanning mechanism is typically used for image acquisition, limiting its imaging speed to ~30 fps. Furthermore, the sample's photodamage associated with linear and nonlinear electronic transitions 19 could be significantly reduced with our technique due to the low photon energy of MIR light as well as the low optical fluence of the visible light used for wide-field PC microscopic observation.
High-speed molecular-vibrational imaging of microbeads. To demonstrate the bond-specific molecular contrast of our MC-PC microscope, we measure a mixture of polystyrene and porous silica microbeads with a diameter of ~5 μm immersed in index-matching oil with the MIR beam configured to 1,045 cm −1 (resonant to Si-O-Si stretch of SiO 2 ). Figure 2a shows the temporal PC intensities of the polystyrene and the porous silica microbead. The former stays constant while the latter shows periodic modulation at a frequency of 3,000 Hz which is the modulation frequency of the MIR beam. This clearly shows the modulated MIR beam induces the bond-specific PC intensity modulation. Shown in Fig. 2b is the MC image obtained in one MIR excitation cycle, visualizing the two-dimensional locations of the porous silica microbeads. The obtained MC images include spurious signal that originates from other mechanisms than the photothermal effect, such as Halo effect of the PC microscope, which can be filtered as detailed in the Supplementary Information. The wide-field image-acquisition rate is 3,000 fps for measuring ~200 × 200 of diffraction-limited pixels (~100 μm × 100 μm area) and could be further increased with a higher MIR modulation frequency and higher-power MIR light sources. Finally, Fig. 2d To obtain the MC image of the sample, the add-on "MC unit" is attached to an existing standard PC microscope platform, which consists of an amplitudemodulated continuous-wave MIR QCL. The amplitude-modulated MIR beam is weakly focused onto the sample placed at the objective focus to cover the entire region of the specimen. This induces the molecularvibrational photothermal effect at specific sites within the specimen where vibrationally resonant molecules exist, which is detected as temporal intensity-modulations in the time-series of the recorded PC images. These photothermal signatures are computationally extracted to reveal and add the resonant MC to conventional PC microscope images. LED: light-emitting diode.
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ shows the MC-PC image synthesized by overlaying the obtained MC on top of the conventional PC image, where the porous silica microbeads are selectively highlighted.
Characterization of MC-PC microscopy. We characterize the performance of our MC-PC microscope in terms of the MC, frame rate and spatial resolution. Shown in Fig. 3 is how the MC and the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) width of a 5 μm porous silica microbead in the index-matching oil ( Fig. 3a) change with different MIR modulation frequencies (or MIR exposure time per modulation cycle). Note that the modulation frequency translates to the maximum possible frame rate to obtain the MC image. If the camera's frame rate is kept the same, the maximum possible frame rate is in trade off with the SNR, e.g., when capturing at 100,000 fps, 1,000 Hz MIR modulation frequency translates to 1,000 fps at maximum for the MC-image acquisition by averaging 100 frames, whereas 100 Hz MIR modulation frequency translates to 100 fps at maximum for the MC-image acquisition by averaging 1,000 frames.
According to the graph shown in Fig. 3b , the MC increases with a longer MIR exposure and saturates above 0.5 ms, due to the existence of the heat diffusion time τ ∝ 1 ∕ α (α: thermal diffusivity of the heat absorber) 20, 21 . When the MIR exposure is longer than τ, the supplied heat accumulates to balance with the heat diffusion, building a strong saturated MC. Such phenomenon can be modeled by a rate equation, and our measurement data indeed fits well to an exponential function (τ ~ 100 μs). The heat diffusion time could vary depending on the size of interest. Many liquid, polymer and glass materials have α ~ 10 −7 [m 2 /s] (e.g., paraffin: ~0.8 × 10 −7 , ethanol: ~0.85 × 10 −7 , water: ~1.4 × 10 −7 , polycarbonate: ~1.5 × 10 −7 , glass: ~5.6 × 10 −7 ) [22] [23] [24] , suggesting that similar results could be replicated in other experimental conditions. On the other hand, the MC FWHM width becomes larger than that of the original PC image (~3 μm) and increases with a longer MIR exposure. The degradation of the spatial resolution is due to heat diffusion towards the surrounding medium in the MIR ON state and, in the case of high MIR modulation frequencies, insufficient cooling in the MIR OFF state. To mitigate these two effects www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ and achieve diffraction-limited spatial resolution of the visible light, pulsed MIR excitation and visible probe illumination are needed as well as a sufficiently long time-interval between two pump-probe measurements for the cooling which is ~1 ms in this case.
Molecular-vibrational spectroscopic imaging of HeLa cells. Now we show the ability of our MC-PC
microscope to perform molecular-vibrational spectroscopic imaging by obtaining the MC images of HeLa cells at various MIR wavenumbers ranging from 1,492.5 to 1,615 cm −1 . We note the refractive-index change arising from the MIR absorption of water, compared to that of e.g., proteins, should be small due to its high heat capacity and weak temperature dependence of the refractive index 13 ; however, in this proof-of-concept demonstration, to achieve efficient delivery of the MIR light to the cells, we replace the surrounding medium with deuterated water. Figure 4a shows the MC spectrum measured at the spatial point in the cell indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 4b , where the MC values are normalized by the corresponding MIR power (see Supplementary Information for the linearity of MC with MIR power). The curve shows a good agreement with a characteristic spectrum of a HeLa cell 25 which has the broad absorption bands of the peptide bonds of various proteins (i.e., amide II and I bands) ranging between ~1,500-1,580 and ~1,580-1,700 cm −1 and peaked at ~1,530 and ~1,650 cm
, respectively. Our MC-PC microscope offers the spatial resolution based on the visible light (~1 μm) which is an order of magnitude higher than that of MIR absorption imaging (~10 μm) and allows us to visualize the intracellular distribution of molecular species. Shown in Fig. 4b , for example, is the MC image of 1,530 cm −1 MIR wavenumber overlaid on top of the standard PC image, highlighting the intracellular protein distribution of the HeLa cells. In terms of the sensitivity and acquisition-speed, each MC image is obtained at 10 fps (100 ms acquisition time) with the highest SNR of 12.6. Since our microscope is based on a standard PC microscope, the fluence of the visible probe light, which is known to induce photodamage to biological samples 19, 26 , is orders of magnitude lower (~630 pJ/μm 2 ) than those of other molecular imaging techniques such as fluorescence and Raman imaging. The frame rate can be further increased using a higher-power MIR light source, as well as with a higher camera frame rate and/or at the expense of the SNR (see Supplementary Information for more detail).
It is of importance that the dual-modal MC-PC imaging capability is a unique feature of our microscope which allows us to determine the molecular distributions within the global morphology of the sample from a single dataset. This is not readily achieved by conventional imaging modalities because optical-phase-sensitive (i.e., morphological) 4 and molecular-sensitive imaging 17, 18, 27 cannot be performed without the loss of spatiotemporal consistency. In Fig. 4b , for example, the protein concentration (yellow) can be observed to be higher at the center and around the nucleus of the cells, which could represent the existence of subcellular organelles such as endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus, which are known to localize near the cell's nucleus in other Raman microscopy works 28, 29 . Such cross-correlative analysis would be more interesting with the addition of other distinct biological contrasts such as MCs resonant to lipids and deoxyribonucleic acids (DNAs), which is readily achievable by implementing MIR light sources of other wavenumber ranges (e.g., ~1,740 cm −1 for >C=O ester stretch representing lipids, ~1,080 or 1,240 cm −1 for O-P=O stretch representing DNAs, etc.) 30 . Overall, this biological demonstration suggests the potential ability of our MC-PC microscope to perform high-speed, high-resolution and low-power molecular-vibrational spectroscopic imaging. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/
Discussion
The novelty of our MC-PC microscopy in the context of photothermal microscopy is the wide-field MIR excitation of the photothermal phenomenon and its visible-light-based detection, which could potentially lead to higher-speed image acquisition. In conventional MIR photothermal microscopy techniques [13] [14] [15] , the thermal lensing deflection of the visible probe beam due to MIR photothermal effect is probed in a point-by-point manner.
To avoid the accumulation of heat (which leads to degraded spatial resolution as discussed in "Characterization of MC-PC microscopy" section), one needs to wait for the supplied heat to diffuse away from the current excitation point before probing the next neighboring spatial point. This means that the shortest image-acquisition time possible is the product of the thermal decay time and the pixel number. The same issue regarding the heat diffusion also needs to be considered in the case of our MC-PC microscopy; however, due to the wide-field excitation and detection, entire excited area experiences the synchronized thermal decay, meaning that the shortest image-acquisition time possible is identical to the thermal decay time.
There are some limitations to the sample that can be observed with the MC-PC microscopy. For example, sufficient penetration of the visible and MIR light through the sample (which, in the case of biological samples, would mainly be water) needs to be guaranteed such that both beams reach the molecules of interest, which could be realized with, e.g., living cells 13 and drug tablets 14 . Even when the surrounding medium absorbs part of the MIR light and shows the undesired photothermal signal, multi-or broadband spectroscopic data could be used to decouple such effect and enhance the molecular specificity.
Several technical improvements could be considered to make our system more robust and convenient. It is desirable to homogenize the spatial profile of the MIR beam at the sample plane so that the systematic distribution of the MC is physically removed, which could be realized using, e.g., diffractive-optical elements 31 . Another possible improvement is to collinearly introduce the MIR excitation and the visible probe beams using, e.g., a reflective condenser lens, for easier and possibly automated alignment of the MIR beam. Our MC unit could be packed with a reflective condenser lens and a probe light source to serve as a compact add-on module to existing optical microscope platforms. The sensitivity of our MC-PC microscope could also be further enhanced. Standard benchtop optical microscopes are typically shot-noise limited due to the active illumination resulting in a large number of detectable photons, suggesting that the camera's full-well capacity and frame rate become the ultimate limitations. Technological advancement in the camera industry would then lead to an enhanced sensitivity with the MC-PC microscope. Other imaging modalities could also be used, such as dark-field, differential-interference-contrast and other quantitative phase imaging techniques 4 , some of which can also be operated on a standard benchtop optical microscope.
Methods
Principle of MC-PC microscopy. We used the following instruments to construct our MC-PC micro- Spectroscopic imaging of HeLa cells. The HeLa cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature (5 min.) and immersed in deuterium oxide. The MIR modulation frequency is 250 Hz and the camera frame rate is 10,000 fps. A continuous series of 1,000 images is used to calculate each MC image, corresponding to 25 cycles of MIR modulation and the acquisition time of 100 ms. The SNR is calculated based on the MC image at 1,530 cm −1 . The noise level is determined by the standard deviation of the empty region (~25 × 25 pixels, 14 μm × 14 μm) in the MC image before the negative-contrast filtering, while the signal level is determined by the averaged MC at the center of the HeLa cell (~5 × 5 pixels, 3 μm × 3 μm) where the strongest MC is observed. The spectral resolution is determined by the wavelength-tunability of the light source, which is ~1 cm −1 in our case although we use 10 cm −1 increment in this experiment. The MIR power is dependent on the wavenumber and varies between ~16-40 mW.
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